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From Jim Panter,  
Chairman 
 
TO kick off our spring 
recruitment campaign, in 
the spirit of ‘Big Society’  we 
thought it would be a good 
idea to invite our MP Robin 
Walker to visit us.  
   It enabled us to invite the 
local press into Tudor 
House to report the visit and 
showcase the good work we 
all do as volunteers.  
   T h e  h o u s e  w a s 
particularly interesting to Mr 
Walker as he studied history 
at university and knew a fair 
bit about medieval Britain. 
 

PRIORITIES 
 
   I asked him if he wanted 
to become a house guide 
but he politely declined 
saying he was busy most of 
the time in another house – 
he obviously needs to get 
his priorities right! 
   The visit  saw us gain 
valuable publicity in both the 
Worcester News and the 
Worcester Standard - also 
Libby was interviewed on 
local radio to promote the 
benefits and fun to be had 
from volunteering. 
   All publicity is good 
publicity and this was the 
right kind of good publicity! 

   A s  w a s 
mentioned in the 
last news letter it is 
essential that we 
broaden the base of 
our volunteer team. 
   We need to 
explore  new 
horizons, grow what 
we do, continually 
refresh our offer to 
t h e  v i s i t o r s , 
undertake new 
activities, develop 
new and different 
d i sp l a ys ,  a nd 
consider bigger 
funded projects — 
e.g. via Heritage 
Lottery,  
   To enable this we  
need to continually 
add to the great 
band of people we 
h a v e .  T h e 
recruitment activity 
conducted though 
the spring was a 
great success on both 
fronts.  
   T h e  r e s u l t s  a r e 
summarised; 
• 27 visits/enquiries from 

interested people 
• 18 new people have 

started  (including 9 
students) 

• 3 hoping to start later in 
spring 

• 4 people who either 

didn't turn up or decided 
we were not for them 

• 2 students who were 
under 16 so therefore 
we could not use. 

   We have also developed  
new teams to undertake 
marketing activities for us 
and to add impetus to our 
web site looking at redesign 
and methods of refreshing it 
more frequently  

   Finally Robin Whittaker, 
the recently retired county 
archivist, has offered to help 
us with content  and  to help 
in our efforts to achieve 
accredited museum status. 
   A warm welcome to all of 
those who will add to the 
already thriving  activity that 
is Tudor House Heritage 
Centre. 

Selling in the Gift Shop we have our own Tudor House, 
bone china, Jubilee mugs. The mugs are an elegant design 

with a gold trim around the rim and handle.  
In the shop they are selling at £7.50. 

  

More pictures and news from Margaret Panter on page 3 

Getting into the Jubilee spirit 
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Jenny Colborne (Content and Display) 
RECENTLY I spent a pleasant hour or 
so at Tudor House, reading through a 
bundle of articles referring to the 
House which had been lent to us by 
the Worcester News, (previously 
known as The Worcester Evening 
News) from its archive. 

   These covered a period from the 
mid 1950s until the mid 90s, and 
although much of the information is 
known to us already, it does allow us 
to pinpoint some of the dates more 
exactly and fill out the picture about 
how certain events came about. 
   I thought these were interesting 
enough to share with you, though we 
must all bear in mind that more 
research would have to be done 
before we could be sure that the 
content was reliably accurate. 
   In January 1955 there was this 
reference:  “Tudor House, centre of 
the medical service for children, which 
was presented to the city by the late 
Mr Richard Cadbury for preservation, 
has also been receiving attention 
lately in the shape of very necessary 
repairs to the rear of the premises.”  
   This is very interesting, assuming it 
is true, as we have never before found 
mention of Richard Cadbury “giving” 
Tudor House to the city, and this 
description recurs frequently in the 
newspaper whenever Tudor House is 
mentioned.  
   All we have is the copy of the Bill of 
Sale in 1921, and the fact that the 
building was eventually acquired by 
the City Corporation. Richard died in 
1935, so what was happening in 
between? If anyone can throw any 
light on this, or how we can find out 
more, do let us know. 

   Another article from the same year 
mentions the need for repairs and 
claims that the House’s continued use 
as a school clinic “may prove very 
expensive accommodation”. An 
article, dated 1st December 1964 
mentions “when the School clinic at 
Tudor House is closed down in a few 

month’s time”. 
   This was when the clinic 
was about to move to the 
newly built Moor Street 
premises. Again, we were 
not aware of the date when 
the clinic closed and not sure 
what happened between 
then and the building 
opening as Tudor House 
Museum in 1971. 
   An article from 1969 
mentions a display in the 
windows during the Three 
Choirs festival, by Worcester 
City Library and Museum, 
called “Children Through the 

Ages” and features dolls, cradles, 
prams, dolls’ houses and other toys. 
   Further enlightenment comes from 
an article dated 7th January 1970 
which states that: “Tudor House, a 
half-timbered property built on 13th 
century, solid masonry foundations, 
has been modified and altered 
considerably during its existence. It 
was presented to the city by the late 
Mr Richard Cadbury, for preservation, 
and was used as a school clinic for 
many years till taken over in August 
1969 by the Library and Museum 
Committee.” 

   It goes on to say that the wrought-
iron gates were put up (in place of the 
old wooden doors) as part of the 
museum design, and £8,250 had 
been spent on repairs, improvements 
and redecoration, including furniture 
and fittings. 
   An article in March 1971 stated that 
Tudor House Museum would show 
daily life as it was during the Tudor, 
Stuart and Victorian periods, and that 
the earliest reference to it was an 
indenture dated the 12th year of the 
reign of King James I (1614), although 
the building was certainly older. 
   In June 1971 there was a reference 
to “the Tudor House Folk Museum . . . 
opening in August in time for the 
Charter Festival”. The curator at this 
time was Gill Farnsworth, who said 
the aim was “to promote the past 
domestic life of the city, comparing it 
with the modern age”. There were 
nine rooms. 
   Several cuttings from the early 
1970s onwards refer to complaints 
about the exhibits not being Tudor but 
too modern! This led eventually (as 
some of us remember) to a 
competition being held – although not 
until May 1995 – to choose a new 
name. Prizes were offered by the city 
council and Cadbury, and the name 
which won and was immediately 
adopted was Museum of Local Life. 
The first 250 children to come to it 
were given a chocolate each from 
Cadbury’s. If anyone remembers any 
of the events mentioned, do tell us 
about it! 

Pictures courtesy of Worcester News 

Newspaper archives shed light 
on gaps in Tudor House history 

Picture for Charter Festival 1971 
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Continued from page 1 
 

Tea Cosies 
SUE McCurdy is doing 
sterling work knitting our ever 
popular tea cosies and she’s 
also willing to knit particular 
sizes and colours to order. 
   If anyone would like to help 
Sue (or even join a knitting 
group on a Thursday 
afternoon in the coffee room 
during the summer) then do 
call her on 01905 353438. 
   A lot of knitting wool is 
donated but Tudor House will also 
reimburse if it has to be purchased. 
 

Second Hand Book Box 
This brings in a steady contribution to 
our finances so do keep the books 
coming in.  
   Most popular are paper backs that 
are a ‘good read’ but we accept any 
books that are in reasonable 
condition. 
 

Employalty Card 
This card is produced by the 
Worcester Bid and is available to all 
employees/volunteers working in 

businesses the BID area. The card 
offers excellent discounts and if 
anyone would like an application form, 
or more information, they are 
a v a i l a b l e  o n  l i n e  a t 
www.visitworcester.com or from Annie 
in the office at Tudor House. 
 

Our new Name Badges 
In a recent survey: 
• 95% of volunteers rated the badges 
4 or 5 out of 5. 

• 95% liked the colour scheme of the 
badge. 

• 90% liked the magnetic fasteners 

(we do have some pin badges 
in the same design if anyone 
would prefers one). 
• 100% said they made us 
look more professional. 
I think we can take it that the 
badges are a success!  
 

10% Days 
Occasionally we offer 10% off 
in the coffee and/or gift shop. 
This is usually in conjunction 
with offers from other Heritage 
Venues for particular events, 

e.g. Worcester Motor Festival. We 
also offer 10% to Employalty Card 
users.  
   The 10% off can be calculated via 
the till and instructions are next to the 
till. If these fail then there’s a 
calculator in the kitchen! 
 

Coffee Room Tea Cups and 
Saucers  
Our pretty tea cups and saucers are a 
frequent source of complements. But 
inevitably we do have breakages. Do 
remember Tudor House if ever you 
are discarding old sets of china. 

Margaret Panter 

New volunteer badges get the thumbs-up 

Colourful tea cosies—as popular as ever 

 Response to the Big Diary 
event speaks volumes 

Events from Judy Pass 
 

THANK you to everyone who 
supported our events. We can't 
please everyone all the time but, if 
you can send a raffle prize or put a 
flier in a church hall, it all helps. 
 

February - “Diary Day at Tudor 
House” 
We invited the people of Worcester 
to help us to make a Big Diary in the 
spirit of Samuel Pepys. We had a 
massive attendance and lots of 
media attention. Everyone had paper 
to write about “My Best Day”, and 
draw or provide an illustration. 
  We were thrilled The Mayor and 
Mayoress of Worcester came along. 

David Tibbutt brought 
us his page about the 
day he became mayor. 
   We had stories as 
diverse as winning 
medals and prizes, 
sport, family moments, 
animal stories, joyous 
times and a dead 
seagull!  
   All are in our “Big 
Diary” in the Tavern at 
TH for everyone to read (and still 
they come in. I feel another volume 
coming on!). Children also followed 
“The Diarists Trail”. 
   On February 18 we were joined by 
Worcester Re-enactors bringing the 

17th Century to TH with 
diarist Samuel Pepys. 
 

March – Fashions for 
Springtime (with the CC 
and Viyella Store) 
Tudor House Models Inc. 
were transformed once more 
into swans and strutted their 
stuff with great panache and 
excitement, encouraged by 
a knowledgeable audience 

loving the new Spring Collection. 
   Thanks to Diana and her staff for 
their patience with us as they sorted 
us out with our next outfits. 
 

April – “Tudor House does 
Chocolate” 
Easter Eggs, Aztecs, Montezuma 
and Percy Spencer (who?) and a 
chocolate trail. All were on the menu 
for our family friendly holiday event.  
   Accompanying adults were needed 
to help (it was harder than they 
thought) and we all learned 
something new about chocolate and 
Percy Spencer (who? why not find 
out yourself!).  

Fashion parade – from left to right Judy Pass, 
Elizabeth Church, Libby Cutler, Jackie Fidoe,  

Sue Cooke and June Roe 

George Done, 5, writing about the dead seagull 
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Stratford visit gives food for thought  

Stratford visit by Muriel Clayson 
TWENTY six volunteers and friends 
visited two of the five Shakespeare 
houses in and around Stratford-
upon-Avon. These houses are 
maintained by the Shakespeare 
Birthplace Trust. 
   We began by visiting Mary Arden’s 
farm at Wilmcote. Mary Arden was 
William Shakespeare’s mother and 
the farm was her childhood home. 
William would have visited his 
grandparents there in the 1570s. 
   Today it is still a working farm 
(Palmer’s Farm) with a Tudor 
costumed “Mistress” who doubles 
as the falconer. She wore a 
distinctive embroidered “coif” to 
denote her status. 
   Free range chickens, geese and 
ducks abounded and we saw a 
selection of well cared for cows, 
sheep, goats and horses plus two 
cute Tamworth piglets. There was 
a Tudor dovecote for 500 
residents and a massive cider 
press. Guides demonstrated Tudor 
skills such as threshing and 
woodcutting. 
   In the farmhouse we watched 
meal preparation and bread 
baking, then saw the general 
layout of dining and sleeping 
areas. 
    After lunch we went to 
Shakespeare’s Birthplace in 
Henley Street, Stratford.   
William’s father John was a skilled 
craftsman, a glover. He became 
Mayor at one time, although 
seemingly had a chequered life 
thereafter! 
   We began with an interesting audio 
visual exhibition Life, Love and 
Legacy which then led us into the 
house. There we saw how the family 

lived and worked. 
   John’s “gloving” workshop was 
impressive. I was not sure about dog 
leather gloves though, which 
apparent ly  were usual  and 
acceptable. 
   The gardens were colourful 
providing a stage for scenes from 
Shakespeare’s plays. Talented 
young actors gave a dramatic 

addition to the surroundings. An 
anguished Juliet leaned from the 
balcony of the cafe while Romeo 
proclaimed from the garden below. 
   At both venues we had a talk about 
their volunteers from members of the 
full time staff. There was much to 
see and learn and we all had a really 
enjoyable and informative day. 
Our thanks to the committee for 

arranging such an enjoyable and 
informative experience. 
 
Note from Margaret Panter: 
   This trip was subsidised by a grant 
supporting Volunteer Development 
awarded to Tudor House by the 
Museums and Heritage Group for 
Worcestershire.  
   The aim of the visit was to observe best 
practice in a professionally run museum 

   Ev a l u a t i o n  c o m m e n ts  f r o m 
volunteers participating in this trip will 
be invaluable to us in our future 
planning: 
• Guides and school children in 

costume made the venue very 
realistic 

• Knowledge and enthusiasm of a 
volunteer makes the visitor 
experience more interesting 

• Adults, as well as children, like to 
interact with hands-on activity 

• I think we all share the enthusiasm 
shown by guides at the two 
venues. It’s great to realise that 
how we are is on the right lines. 

• I picked up a lot of ideas about 
costume 

• Interpretation is important, letting 
visitors get ‘hands on’. 

• Really good to know how much 
Shakespeare Birthplace values its 
volunteers as part of a team. 

• It’s good for volunteers to get 
together 

• I particularly liked the scenes from 
the plays that were acted out in the 
gardens 

• It made me realise my own worth a 
lot in connection with Tudor House. 
I am glad I am a volunteer, if only 
in a small way 

• I particularly liked the authenticity 
shown by the characters the 
guides portrayed. 

• It was lovely to see the enthusiasm 
of the school children in their Tudor 
costumes 

Carol Brookshaw winnowing corn at 
Mary Arden’s farm 

Volunteer news 
from Libby Cutler 
 
I CAN’T believe how quickly 
we are well into 2012.    
During these three months 
we have had our successful 
recruitment campaign. 
   As a result of the press and 
radio coverage, and with the 
very kind help of the 
Worcester Volunteer Bureau 
(thanks to Ann and Sally) we 
have met and taken on many 
new volunteers. 

   We would like to welcome  
Paige Westwood, Val 
Harding, Tendai Shoniwa, 
Anne Bishop, Dorothy Little, 
Richard Arnold, Stewart 
J e n k i n s ,  C h a rm a y n e 
Redding, Jacqueline Clark 
and students Emily Dodd, 
Emma Browning, Jack 
Barnett,  Ben Moore, 
Kimberley Evans, Petra 
Lewis, Faduma Egeh, and 
Andrea Berry. 
   These people have already 
started as stewards, coffee 

shop volunteers or helpers on 
Education Days and we hope 
they enjoy working with us. 
   We still need all our long 
standing volunteers. Students 
are often busy with exams 
and other commitments and 
usually go home for the 
holidays, so please keep 
signing up. 
   On March 30 we enjoyed 
the volunteer training outing 
to Stratford which included 
visiting Mary Arden’s House 
and Shakespeare’s Birthplace 

(see above). We had short 
talks on how the buildings are 
manned and how they use 
volunteers. It was very 
interesting to see how other 
people do it.     
   One of our long serving 
volunteers, John Pringle, has 
recently had a heart 
operation. The latest news is 
that he is making a good 
recovery, has driven the car 
and Mollie is just about 
keeping him under control! 
Hope to see you soon! 

Recruitment campaign brings in welcome stream of new volunteers 
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George Thomson M.C.  
By Jenny Tarry 
I WAS asked to write something for 
the newsletter and thought I would 
describe my connection with a 
Worcestershire Regiment WWI 
survivor and medal winner  – not 
from the well known Battle of 
Gheluvelt but from the battle of 
Doiran. 
  I was brought up in the North East 
and my father’s family came from the 
Island of Lewis in the Outer Hebrides. 
   My father was very close to his 
uncle who was a headmaster in 
Glasgow and lodged with him during 
his time at university in Glasgow so I 
got to know my great uncle George 
Thomson very well. 
   As a child I knew he was in the 
Worcesters during WWI but never 
fully understood how a Gaelic 
speaking Hebridean could have been 
part of an English regiment. 
 

MILITARY CROSS 
 

   I followed up his service when there 
was a display in the library some 
years ago and received documents 
from the time describing how he won 
the Military Cross. 
   He was also an alumnus of Glasgow 
University so I contributed to the 
section about him on their site – 
gaining information for myself on the 
rest of his career. He was fascinated 
to hear when I first came to 
Worcester. 
   The website of the Worcestershire 
Regiment is extensive and very 
helpful. From the forum I learnt that he 
was in the Scottish Fusiliers first and 
commissioned in the field to be sent to 
the 11th Worcestershire Regiment.    
The Scottish regimental website is 
embryonic so I was unable to get 
further information. 
   The 2nd Battalion fought at Gheluvelt 
in France in 1914 and this is 
celebrated in the picture in the 
museum. The 11th Battalion fought in 
Macedonia in April to May 1917 
against a very strong Bulgarian army. 
   The Worcesters fought in the 
Jumeaux Ravine and over several 
days made valiant attempts to cross 
the ravine under heavy fire to take the 

opposing front line. They did succeed 
in taking a large part of the trench 
briefly but the opposing superior 
numbers led to them being repulsed. 
   The Anglo-Greek army, having 
remained in the area, made a further 
attempt in 1918 but still did not 
succeed.  There  are  severa l 
descriptions of heroism with troops 
being wounded and going back into 
the field. 
   The commanding officer was given 
a DSO and several Military Crosses 
and medals were awarded (including 
to George Thomson). 
   “Through the smoke and up the 
steep slope came struggling the 

r e s e r v e  c ompan i e s  o f  t h e 
Worcestershire. They had lost half 
their number by the time they reached 
the captured trenches…….A young 
officer Lieut. G. Thomson, who had 
been severely wounded early in the 
fight, had been sent back across the 
ravine to the British trenches. As soon 
as his wound had been dressed he at 
once set off again to find his 
platoon…..The platoons were now 
hopelessly intermingled, and in the 
darkness control was very difficult; 
nevertheless, inspired by the example 
of the wounded Lieutenant Thomson, 
the Worcestershire Regiment fought 
splendidly, beating off two more 
successive attacks.” 
   Conditions were described as dire. 
There were none of the comforts on 
those barren hills which were possible 
behind the line for the troops on the 
Western Front.  
   ”Rest in reserve” was a week under 
a bivouac on a bare hillside with only 
minimal necessities reaching them 

due to the absence of roads. Flies 
plagued them by day and mosquitoes 
by night. 
   The climate, with its extremes of 
heat and cold, undermined the 
strength of all but the most hardy and 
almost all fell victim to malaria at 
some stage. 
   “In such conditions it is no small 
tribute to the officers and men of the 
11th Worcestershire that throughout 
that apparently interminable campaign 
they remained in good heart”.  
   Early in November the French took 
over the line and the commander, who 
spoke no English, learned that it was 
the 11th Worcesters and “shouted with 
glee, ‘Lea-and-Perrins, Lea-and-
Perrins’!”  
   In total the battalion lost 350 out of 
500 men.  
   George Thomson was born in a 
small village outside Stornoway in the 
Outer Hebrides. He was born in 1885 
as one of 15 children. One of his 
younger brothers, my grandfather, 
was lost at sea in the Merchant Navy 
in February of the same year as the 
battle of Doiran.  
 

PUPIL TEACHER 
 

   George became a pupil teacher 
while himself a pupil, helping out for 
two extra hours a day before and after 
the normal day. 
   He went on to Glasgow University in 
1907 to study Latin and Maths. His 
degree also included Logic, English, 
Education, Philosophy and Celtic. 
   He went back two years later to do 
Geography and Natural Philosophy. It 
was a well rounded education then. 
He went on to teach in the Glasgow 
area until 1950.  
   I have found it fascinating finding 
out more about my great uncle and 
understanding more about a part of 
the Great War, as so many others 
did during the Remembrance 
period. It is difficult to comprehend 
the difference from a university life 
to going into the trenches of 
Macedonia and still, apparently, 
remaining cheerful! 
   I hope his connections with the 
Worcesters will interest others as 
much as me. 

How great uncle George fought in 
the Worcesters and won the MC 

 

‘inspired by the example 
of the wounded 

Lieutenant Thomson,  
the Worcestershire 
Regiment fought 

splendidly, beating off 
two more successive 

attacks’ 

The story of a Herbridean who inspired those with him in WWI 
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Living with “That Optomist Gene” 
By Cathy Anstey 
ANYONE who knows Kevin Cartright 
will be aware of his many talents and 
interests. 
   He has a wealth of experience in 
the catering business; he is a master 
with the iron and steamer (which 
comes in handy when he helps 
behind the scenes at the Oxfam 
shop in Worcester); he keeps fit by 
cycling and running around Pitchcroft 
and supports members of the 
Survivors Club and blind people, as 
well as welcoming visitors at the 
Cathedral and doing the occasional 
volunteering at the Swan Theatre 
and Huntingdon Hall. 
   But what people may not know is 
that this warm-hearted volunteer is 
also a song-writer. In fact he has 
written quite a number of songs but 
the one which says more about him 
than any other is called “That 
Optomist Gene”. 
   A few years ago Kevin underwent 
surgery to remove a brain tumour 
and afterwards he was told he would 
never work again. But his optimistic 
spirit was undaunted and, in truly 
inspirational fashion, he has a busy  
and active life which he really enjoys. 
   Kevin, grew up in Worcestershire 
and went to the technical college in 
the city where he trained in catering. 
   But it wasn’t long before his spirit 
of adventure got the better of him 
and he was off to foreign lands.  
   “I have always been curious about 
the world. In December 1974 I 
arrived in Vancouver. I had skills in 
food and beverage and it was easy 
to get work. 

   “I spent 13 months in Vancouver 
and then decided to go and see 
somewhere else.” 
   Kevin hitchhiked to Banff in the 
Canadian Rockies. “It was amazing. I 
loved the wildlife and I started seeing 
creatures I had never seen in my life. 
   “I accidently spent 33 years of my 
life in Canada. It was very easy for 
me to get work in hotels and 
restaurants.” 

   Kevin decided he wanted to go to 
the Yukon and en route he met up 
with two men who asked him if he 
would like to work on an oil rig.  
   So he decided to try it and before 
he knew it was climbing on board a 
plane. “I had no idea where I was 
going.” He ended up on a massive 
rig – working on the table and on the 
very top of the rig too. 
   One of the bonuses of working in 

that part of the world was 
experiencing a truly breath-taking 
natural event – the Northern Lights. 
“I had never seen the Northern 
Lights in my life before. They were 
astonishing. I will never forget that. It 
was fantastic.”   
   Working on the rigs was well paid 
but it was dangerous as Kevin 
discovered. He had an accident 
which meant he couldn’t work for six 
months.  
   After visiting England, he returned 
to Canada (he now has dual 
citizenship) and eventually set up a 
restaurant in Quebec.  
   But for a number of years he had 
been passing out and the doctors 
could not find what was causing it. 
Eventually they found he had a 
massive tumour, which they removed 
but it affected his short term memory. 
He spent seven months in three 
different hospitals.   
   Sometime afterwards he decided 
to return to Worcestershire and has 
received a huge amount of support 
from his sister Gail. 
   Kevin really loved work but after 
his operation was told he would 
never work again. So he asked 
himself: “What am I going to do with 
my life now?” 
   Kevin now does voluntary work for 
a number of different organisations in 
Worcester, including Tudor House of 
course, five days a week. 
    “I enjoy it immensely. I love the 
history of Tudor House. I serve tea 
and coffee and that links to the 
catering business which is very 
important to me.” 

Kevin Cartright 

Events up to September 
Saturday May 19: 10am – 4pm “Tudor House welcomes The Olympic Games 2012”. Take part in the Tudor House 
Olympics, celebrating the Ancient Greek, 17th Century and Victorian games! Try your hand at discus, racing, poetry 
reading, fencing, and more...A day of family fun with Mr & Mrs History.  
Friday June 29: 7pm.  In the Queen’s Jubilee Year we celebrate with “A Forties Jubilee Jamboree” . A Forties 
evening with live music, songs and comedy. Dress in 40s style. Tickets £7 (Friends and Volunteers of TH £6) 
Thursday July 19: 2pm. Where Gardening Began and into the Future! An illustrated talk by Carol Smith tracing the 
development of gardens from Mesopotamia to the 21st Century and beyond. Tickets £5. 
Bank Holiday Weekend Saturday August 25th and 26. 10am – 4pm. The 1940s RAF Emergency Ops Room - back 
by popular demand. The team will recreate an Emergency Operations Room during the Battle of Britain. There is an 
audio/visual presentation of a typical reaction by Fighter Command to an air raid during the Battle of Britain. Plus 
members of the Worcester Amateur Radio Association will be displaying communications equipment used during WWII 
and giving visitors the opportunity to speak to people around the globe using amateur radio transmitting equipment. 
For tickets/more information about events contact Judy Pass 01386 553536 or 01905 612309, e-mail 
tudorhouse@live.co.uk or collect tickets and flyers from Tudor House. www.tudorhouse.org.uk 
Contacts: 
Worcester Heritage Amenity Trust (WHAT), Tudor House, Friar Street, Worcester, WR1 2NA. 01905 612309/426402                      
House Manager -  Margaret Panter 01905 426402, email: manager@tudorhouse.org.uk 
Events Coordinator - Judy Pass 01386 553536, email: tudorhouse@live.co.uk 
Volunteer Coordinator - Libby Cutler 01905 350340, email: libbycultler@btinternet.com 


